Atelier Recherche du Cedej
Thème approfondi:
“Let down the curtains around us”
GLOBAL SEX WORK, BIOPOLITICS, AND MODERNITY IN COLONIAL CAIRO, 1882-1952

This talk explores the social construction of transgressive sexualities in modern Egypt and, more pointedly,
the making of a specifically gendered subjectivity, the prostitute’s, as a site of modern bio-political
governmentality in colonial and semi-colonial Egypt (1882-1952). By tracing the transformation of gendered
economic roles and mobility in a rapidly changing urban environment as fin-de-siècle Cairo, I will show how
new biopolitical anxieties were inscribed in the body of the newly-emerging ‘tragic’ urban figure of the
prostitute, seemingly justifying the extension of a disciplinary regime whose rational can be most
interestingly studied at the intersection between imperial and Egyptian nationalist politics. Far from being
only a metaphor of power and its anxieties, though, sex work was also a highly diversified kind of labour
women practiced out of necessity but with varying degrees of autonomy. By exploring the way in which sex
workers’ micro-histories and regulationist and reformist discourses intersected, it is possible to recover at
least a glimpse of this agency under constraints, which, far from being marginal as often maintained, was
integral to the making and remaking of colonial and local power structures.
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L'atelier se tiendra au CEDEJ, le lundi 29 janvier 2018 à 18h00.

